Across
1. A-rated*
11. Credit card company with a gladiator logo
15. “Gimme just one more second…”
16. Don't miss
17. Approximate range of human hearing
18. Gouda alternative
19. Regarded hungrily
20. Psychologist Paul who studies nonverbal communication
22. Golden State Warriors coach
25. Certain Mexicana
29. Voice over, as anime
32. Period in history
33. Raggedy ___
35. Forms a bargaining unit
38. Early 17th-century year
39. Compromising*
42. Sent home medalless
43. Common Star Wars baby costumes
44. Final (Abbr.)
45. Draft org.
47. cenatsbus ymilS
48. Mach 1 breaker
49. Tile art
51. Chicago's pop radio station
52. Nuts
54. Bezos who is currently the world's richest person
58. Cold war winner
61. 2017 Taylor Swift hit
65. Viral game about cells
66. Ones holding Monets
67. Swiss capital
68. The crux*

Down
1. London's ___ Modern
2. “You will ___”
3. Southern corn bread
4. Part of Q.E.D.
5. CST+6
6. Telecom antitrust defendant
7. Cyrillic letter
8. “Do ___!”
9. Star ___
10. Bootlicker
11. Word following free or double
12. Trick out
13. Greek H
14. Ticker symbol for Exxon Mobil
21. Chinese, e.g., in texts
22. ___ Ration (dog food)
23. One of the Great Lakes
24. Shadow removers?
26. Funds, as a university
27. Tropical trees
28. Among
29. Lollipop
30. Magnificent Mile store
31. Fancy bathroom fixtures
33. How most students attend prom
36. Offbeat
37. Newt, archaically
38. “I pity the fool” speaker
40. Recent release in Pokémon Go
41. Fringe
45. Lancelot's title
46. Dung beetle worshipped by Egyptians
50. Certain winter sustenance
51. Earp of the Old West
53. Zilch
54. Lurch, in British English
55. “Able was I ___ saw Elba”
56. Some compacted snow
57. London exchange called the “Footsie”
58. Snap up
59. It's about 20, for most of us
60. Cigarette ingredient
62. Harmful pesticide
63. Prefix with man
64. Close friends, in modern lingo